 Thousands Remain Idle As Shipowners Continue Frisco Lockout; May Spread

Union Offers Settlement; Employers Reject It As Thousands Still Idle

SAN FRANCISCO — The Waterfront Employers Association will not allow a strike today as shipowners plan to continue their lockout of the San Francisco Maritime Federation, with the result that thousands of seamen will remain idle. The strike was called in protest against the Maritime Federation's decision to withdraw its recognition of the American Communications Association as the bargaining agent for maritime workers.

The strike was called by the Waterfront Employers Association, which represents the employer side of the San Francisco Maritime Federation. The federation has already drawn up a list of demands that it plans to present to the employers, but the employers have so far refused to negotiate.

The employers' argument is that the federation is trying to impose a wage increase on them that they cannot afford. The federation argues that the employers are seeking to low-ball the workers in order to bring down their wages.

The strike is expected to last for at least two weeks, and could have serious consequences for the economy of the San Francisco area.

Federation Has Made Settlement Offer

The federation has already made a formal settlement offer to the employers, but the employers have refused to accept it. The federation has also threatened to strike if the employers do not accept its offer.

The settlement offer includes a wage increase of 10 percent, which would bring the average wage of a seaman in the San Francisco area up to $180 per week.

The federation is also demanding an end to the lockout, which has been in effect since April 1st. The lockout has already cost the San Francisco waterfront over $50 million in lost business.

The employers have so far refused to budge on their wage demands, and the federation is likely to continue its strike until a settlement is reached or the employers agree to negotiate.

The strike is expected to have a serious impact on the San Francisco area, as the waterfront is a major contributor to the city's economy. The strike is also likely to have a ripple effect on the rest of the country, as the San Francisco waterfront is one of the busiest and most important in the nation.

The strike is expected to last for at least two weeks, and could have serious consequences for the economy of the San Francisco area.
SUP Never Instructed SIU Organization On East Coast Says Sailor
San Pedro, Calif., May 28, 1939.

Dear Sirs:

Please instruct those in your organization and the American Federation of Labor whether they are to be considered as members of the SIU at this time. If so, please instruct them to stop work immediately.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]

S. S. Baranoff
**SEATTLE RENews FIGHT AGAINST SOVY HIRING HALLS**

**Voice of the Federation**

---

### SITTING TIGHT

Two days in Seattle sought to bolster the morale of the Maritime Brotherhood. The days were enjoyed by B. H. H. Marin, and the public was encouraged to support the Brotherhood's struggle against the Vietnam war.

---

### BRIDGES’ DEFENSE COMMITTEE REVIVES ROLE TO BE PLAYED BY EMPLOYERS’ STOOL PIGEONS

**San Francisco** — Machinations by which anti-union elements, including government officials, seek to keep up the espionage proceedings against Harry Bridges were revealed today by the Harry Bridges Defense Committee.

"We need go no further than certain incidents, methods, working in close cooperation with a number of employers' representatives in the maritime field, to point out the activities of the maritime espionage agents," said H. F. McGrath, newly elected I. L. W. U. President.

"We have evidence of a resolution by the 1939 AFL convention requesting the open hearings of the trials of the maritime espionage agents, just concluded, to take place on Angel Island, that only a handful of intimately involved participants are to attend, and that they will be under the control of the Immigration and Naturalization Service in Seattle, long known for his anti-union bias and shameful lies and let the world know," declared the defense committee.

"Let Arthur Kent, alias Scott, stand up and strut his manner in front of the witness stand and strut his stuff. That is the only way he can stand up and strut. That is the only thing that will stand up and strut against him. He was just tossed out of the house yesterday."
By BILL BAILEY, (MFMW Member)

A recent trip to the country where the unemployed were not the main thing was enlightening and interesting. I had hoped that the American people had discovered quite a few interesting things which are worth noting. I was disappointed. In my opinion the American people have not yet discovered these things.
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San Pedro Port Tied-Up As Unions Unite Against Employers

AFL Lumbermen's Strike Supported 100 Per Cent
by Labor Unions

SAN PEDRO—A strike that threatened to tie up the waterfront along the south shore of California and seemed imminent today as hundreds of strikers held the general strike掌握了 the major ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach.

The strike is the latest in a series of labor disputes that have plagued the area in recent months. The動き of negotiations with the two major unions, the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union and the Marine Cooks and Stewards' Union, have been the focus of attention in the area.

The strike is also the latest in a series of efforts by labor unions to assert their rights and demands on the waterfront.

The strike came as a surprise to many, as previous efforts to negotiate with the employers had failed. The unions had been demanding better working conditions and higher wages, and the employers had been refusing to meet their demands.

The unions have stated that they will continue to fight for their rights, and the employers have said that they will continue to resist the demands of the workers.

At the time of the strike, the unions were demanding the following:

- Better working conditions
- Higher wages
- The right to collective bargaining
- The right to strike

The employers were demanding the following:

- Lower wages
- The right to fire workers
- The right to prevent strikes

The strike is expected to continue for an extended period, and both sides are prepared for a long battle.

-End-
Lithograph rest as seawater continues to be flushed by the wind. It is expected that the water will continue to flow for several days.

**SOSHUL KOULY**

**Official MEOWW News Section**

**Past Executive Secretary's Report**

The Past Executive Secretary reported that the International Longshoremen's Association (ILA) is continuing its efforts to negotiate a new agreement with the employers. The previous agreement expired last year, and the negotiations have been ongoing ever since.

The Past Executive Secretary also reported that the ILA has been working closely with the Maritime Union on issues related to the ongoing negotiations. Both unions are committed to securing fair and just terms for their members.

**New Business**

Several new business items were discussed, including updates on the status of ongoing negotiations and efforts to address issues such as wages, working conditions, and health and safety. The Past Executive Secretary stated that both unions are committed to maintaining a strong and united front in their negotiations.

**Adjournment**

The meeting adjourned at 3:00 PM, with the next meeting scheduled for the first Tuesday of the month.

**Respectfully submitted,**

[Signature]

**President**

[Name]
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